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i _ Abstract

LE "10 A new approximation scheme to the false-vacuum deca.,,' is sug21ested,=nano

O Ii" In this scheme the bounce solutions can be obtained in an explicit andO
"" analytic way even for thick-wall bubbles. The result is compared with

i,l,, Colemaa's thin-wall description, which shows that it nicely comprises the

_i, _ result of the latter prescription. Some applications are also discussed.
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Phase transitions have been discussed in innumerable contexts of physics. Among
i

them, vacu_.,m phase transitions in the cosmological settings have profound implica-

tions for both cosmology and elementary particle physics. They are the turning points

in the history of our universe. The charac_,ers of the phase transitions can play decisive

roles in the subsequerlt evolution of the universe. While the second-order transitions

"-- are usually smooth, the first-order transitions are dramatic and bring forth many

= interesting questions. In the discussion of first-order phase transitions the most im-

I portant ingredient is the calculation of the false-vacuum decay rates. Coleman[li laida groundwork on this matter. Even though he discussed false-vacuum decays in a

broader sense, one of his rnain results is the so-called thin-wall approzimatior_ to the

vacuum transition between two nearly degenerate vacua. 2 lte considered a special,

but generic, model of a single scalar with a metastable minimum, For this case he

could get analytic expressions for thin-wall bubble solutions and the corresponding

actions, assuming 0(.4) syr_nmet.ry and the near degeneracy of the minima. However,

the latter assumption of near degeneracy is not satisfied for most. of t}he parameter

range in the models of our interests, e.g. SU(5) GUT models[ai. So, for more real-

istic (and thus interesting) cases we should consider thick-wall solutions. One way

to study this is to perform a humid nurnericM calculation of obtaining a bounce so-

lution and computing its action. This is what people were actually doing. But the

involved amoun'_ of numerical work is daunting. And without an explicit analytic

solution it would not be easy to get an insight into the nature of first-order phase

transitions emerging from various models. What we do in this paper is a try to obtain

an approximate but useful analytic expression for a generic thick-wall bubble,

Let us consider a simple model that gives a first-order phase transition. A nec-

:1 condition for this model is that it has at least one metastable minimum a,s
e.ssary

t well a.s a. global mirlimum. For this model to be generic, we should be able to vary

-i independently the height of the energy difference between the metastable point and
i

the global minimum, the distance between the two va,cud, and the height of the po-i
I tential barrier. The essential features of the bounce solution are'mostly determined

2The validity of the t,hin.wall approximation was questioned in Ref. [2].
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from these informations only. Then the simplest model with these properties is none

other than a single scalar model of which Lagrangian is written as

l,
/2 - 7>0u¢50"C - VtZ) (1)

where

v(_) = _'(a6 2+ 6rC+ cv_) (_)

with the constraints 6V/6c} = 0 at b = v, i.e. ,lc, + 3b + 2c = 0 and V(v) < 0, z.e.

a + b + c < 0. This is also the only renormalizable one among the possible choice of

potentials. Assuming 0(4) symmetry, the euclideanized action and the equation of

motion are

q 2rr2 r3dr + V(C) (3),-E= Jo  77,
and

d2_ ,3dC 5V
}- - (4)

dr 2 r dr 5_

where r = (x,x,) 1/2. For convenience we rescale ali the dimensionfuI quantities

appropriately to make them dimensionless: ¢r = C/v, U = V/av 4, and x = x/_vr.

Then the above equations are written in terms of the rescaled quantities as

rra _ do" 1U (a& = 7 G + ) (5)

and
d'aer 3 da 1 5U

dz--¢ + - . (6)xdx 2 5o"

Redefine the parameters a,s c/a = _ (thus b/a = -2(x + 2)/3), then the potential

ll)"(c_) becomes

..- .+ + ,, . (7)
<li Our choice of cr = 0 as a metastable vacuum and of a = i as a true vacuum restricts

_i x, to be 0 < _: < 1. At _ = 0 the barrier between tw() vacua disappears and at _ = 1

i these two vacua become degenerate. The potential looks like as in Fig. 1. In order tocompute the action, first we should be able to get the bounce solution ¢(x). However,--al

_-I with tile inclusion of the friction term the equation will never be integrable. Even

3
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the boundary value of ct a,t :r = 0 denoted by a'0 cannot bc known until we get a full

solution. For any nontrivial potential the only way to gel au exact solution seems to

: be a numerical one. <o_qwe will disregard the friction term. but as a compensation

deform the potential L;(_r) to (';(ct) = U(cT)+ _U(cr).

d'2o" l 6(!
dz_ '2_¢ (8)

where /)(0) = O. In principle one can always find this modified potential that shares

the same solution with the original equation if we do not restrict U'(_) to some partic-

ular form. However, for the integrability we will sacrifice this freedom by restricting

the form of the deformation as AU(a) = aa 4+fla 3+,Ya _ (a,/3, and 7 are deformation

parameters), which still renders (J renormMizable. This, certainly, would result in the

deviation from the actual solution. But, if the deviation is not large, this restriction

would be worthy of doing in light of integrability. The deformed potential is then

given by

_(cr) = Aa2(a 2- Bcr + C _) (9)

where A -- t + a, B __ (-'a + 2(_ + 2)/3)/A, and C - ((,_ + "7)/A) '/2. Since the core

,,_ value of the bounce solution, i.e. Cro,is neither the point where U(cr0) = 0 nor a0 = 1

-_ (the true vacuum) but is somewhere between these two points, we deform the original

li potential to set (}(cro) = 0. This should be the case because we are neglecting the

I friction. Thus, there follows a relation

cro_-Bcro+C 2 =0 . (10)

Now it is easy to integrate Eq. (8). Using the relation in Eq. (10), we obtain the

following solution

-1

i ct(z) = ct0 cosh; Cz a_ sinh 2 (1 1)• 2 C 2 '
,mm

'1 where z - v/A'z.
!1

'i From this explicit; bubble solution we can find the width of the bubble wall

and the radius of the bubble/i'. Obviously the width of the bubble wall is given by

_X _ 1/(C 24YJS_Av). (12)
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And _leflning the location of the wall as the point where cr reaches half of its (:ore

value, i.e. 00/2, we find

R"_A'c°sh-'(3C_'--cr_)- C_ c,_ ' (13)

Certainly cro, A, b', and C are parameters that should be determined in terms

of tc. \Ve can determine these by matching the derivatives of cr with respect to x

at origin from Eq. (6) and from Eq. (S) respectively. Since we are left with three

unknown parameters (B is determined from Eq. (10)), we need to match three

different derivatives to get three independent relations. But, in this way we end

up with very complicated expressions for (70, A, and C in terms of _, which is not

desirable. So we simplify the problem by setting A = 1. And we also determine Cro

empirically using the numerical result. We then need only one derivative matching: a

.1

ct(x)-- (ro- _r0(cro- _)(1 -cr0)x 'a .... (from Eq. (6))

ct(x) = cro- _cro(C 2 - (ro2)x2 .... (from Eq. (8)).

Through this procedure we arrive at another relation

N tg

c'= (t + 5- . (14)

Using the numerical result, we find an empirical (not derived) form,,la for ao

cr0=l-exp( _(4-t¢))1__ ' (15)

For comparison we plot the above expression and the numerical result in Fig. 2. The

formula reproduces the actual value within an accuracy about 1%. And thus, from

Eq. (14),

C2=l_(l+2)exp( _(4-n))l_n . (16)

When _ goes to 1 (thus both _ro and. C goes to 1), the solution describes a

thin-wall bubble, i.e. R/A >> 1. To be more quantitative, when 5 - 1- _ << 1,

3Because of a (unphysical) reflectionsymmetry of the equations of motion under _:--. -x, cr(_:)

is an even function of z.
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__ I -, 2exp(-3/_)_m_[ (.;"__' l-(3/2)eXl._/-;I/c_), 'l'lic.,rel'orc.,,l'rot_ i'_q, (I.3)

X _- ,._>' I , (lr)

,.\:.,.( it: tiffs case tt:e solution becolm._s

,[ ] ,,,<<
o'( ie ) "_ _7 1 -- (,a,ntl(:c - a') ,e

0 ,e > t?,/A ,

[towvver, as tv goes away from 1, it becomes a, thick-wall bul_ble, Ix_particular, when

s. is very small, ct0 __ 4_ and C __ " 2. Thus, R/A -_ O(.L). In this limit the

solution becomes
4_

_(z) _ c°sh'aC'/a'_/SZ),v ' . ' (t9)

• Even though it is hardly possible to get a simple formula for S'E applicable for

the entire range of _, we are ready to compute it at least for the aforementioned two

interesting limits. First, in the thin-wall limit, using the solution in Eq. (18),

= & = 2-7 d_z_ + u(_)

- 2--g 'g-5'.7 X

_ 9rr" (20)8a5 a

i! where 5 = 1 - _. This is exactly the same formula with that obtained in the con-
ventional _=aalysis, 4 which assures that we are on the right track. Likewise, in the

ii small _: li_J it (the case of shallow barrier, namely the case of weakly first-order phasetransition) we use Eq. (19) to get the action

I 2'59rr 2

& _ _ + o(__) . (21)a

-'- 4For examl:_le, in page 201 of Ref. [4], translating into our notations by replacing A by 4a and e

:_ by 6/6, we see.. it reproduces the same formula in Eq. (20).
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